Press Announcement
Extension of the EDAG Test Track Network
New partnership between EDAG Group and TRIWO Automotive Testing GmbH
March 3, 2022
EDAG, the world's largest independent engineering service provider in the global mobility industry,
decides to cooperate with TRIWO Automotive Testing GmbH, another competent partner for
manufacturer-independent automotive test tracks. Since 1/1/2022, EDAG has been offering its customers
extensive testing services covering everything from classic vehicle components to the future driving
assistance systems of tomorrow in Pferdsfeld. In line with EDAG's own 360-degree development concept
in the field of automotive testing, current and future mobility projects will benefit from this closely
networked partnership, which is being headed by Matthias Gaubatz, Head of EDAG's CAE and Active
Safety Department in Wiesbaden.

From left to right: Mr. Krohn, Managing director of TRIWO Automotive Testing GmbH, Fabian Epple,
Sales Manager at EDAG Böblingen, Matthias Gaubatz, Head of the CAE & Active Safety Department at
EDAG Wiesbaden
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Due to the growing complexity of vehicles, the requirements for testing facilities for vehicles are
continuously increasing. EDAG offers its customers a complete package for the realization of both NCAP
and legal requirements, from test preparation, execution and post-processing. "As a result of the
cooperation, we can carry out both car-to-car testing and car-to-pedestrian/cyclist/powered two-wheeler
testing for our customer base. In this way, we take into account all relevant road users," says Fabian
Epple, Sales Manager at EDAG, Böblingen.
The TRIWO test tracks include the largest and most up-to-date wet handling course in Europe and stateof-the-art workshop equipment.
Matthias Gaubatz emphasizes: "The cooperation enables us to offer our customers a wide range of
testing technology in the areas of active safety, robotics and measuring technology, complete vehicle
validation, and chassis and vehicle dynamics. For the European market, international startups in
particular need an experienced partner. With our know-how, hardware and software, measuring
technology and the ideal test track operator, we have an outstanding position in the market here."
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About EDAG
EDAG is the world's largest independent engineering service provider to the global mobility industry.
We regard mobility as a fully integrated ecosystem, and offer our customers technological solutions for
more sustainable, emission-free and intelligently networked mobility.
With a global network of some 60 branches, EDAG provides engineering services in the Vehicle
Engineering, Electrics/Electronics and Production Solutions segments
With our interdisciplinary expertise in the fields of software and digitalization, we possess the key skills to
help actively shape the dynamic transformation process the mobility industry is currently undergoing.
Digital features, autonomous driving, artificial intelligence, alternative powertrains, new mobility concepts
and the vision of a networked smart city have become an integral part of our portfolio. Embedded in
EDAG's own 360° degree approach to the development of complete vehicles and production facilities, we
are a competent partner for sustainable mobility projects. It is in the DNA of the company to actively
shape the future of mobility and transfer new technologies and concepts into series production. Today,
EDAG is one of the TOP 20 IT service providers in the German mobility sector.
Our customers include leading international OEMs, tier 1 suppliers and startup companies from the
automotive and non-automotive industries, all of whom we serve globally with our workforce of
approximately 8,000 experts in 360-degree engineering.
In 2020, the company generated sales of € 650 million. On December 31, 2020, EDAG employed a global
workforce of 7,984 (including apprentices).
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